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Energy density engineering via zero-admittance domains in all-dielectric stratified materials
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Emerging photonic, sensing, and quantum applications require high fields and tight localization but low power
consumption. Spatial, spectral, and magnitude control of electromagnetic fields is of key importance for enabling
experiments in atomic, molecular, and optical physics. We introduce the concept of zero-admittance domains as
a mechanism for tailoring giant optical fields bound within or on the surface of dielectric media. The described
mechanism permits the creation of highly localized fields of extreme amplitudes simultaneously for incident
photons of multiple wavelengths and incidence angles but arbitrary polarization states. No material constraints
are placed upon the bounding media. Both intrinsic and extrinsic potential practical limitations of the predicted
field enhancement are analyzed and applications relevant to optical sensors and microsources are briefly discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Stratified media are a well-investigated material class in
physics. Nevertheless, due to the high degrees of freedom with
respect to the material types of each domain, the domain’s ge-
ometric configurations, and excitation channels, novel electro-
magnetic effects continue to be discovered [1–14]. Importantly,
field enhancement and volume confinement of electromagnetic
energy continue to promote key applications such as those
related to miniaturized sensors, super-resolution microscopy,
tip- and surface-enhanced spectroscopy, microsources, and
excitation and readout of quantum emitters. A variety of
approaches, such as photonic crystals and metamaterials,
optical multilayers, overlayered gratings, microrings, and mi-
crospheres [15–23], have been explored to achieve control over
the field properties. While within this framework, metal-based
approaches using plasmonic structures have been extensively
studied [22–27], more recently, systems based on dielectric
media are being increasingly explored [28–35]. In particular,
all-dielectric multilayers are emerging as a highly versatile
approach to field enhancement engineering [28–32]. For fre-
quencies within the optical regime, a metallic medium, e.g.,
a thin film of gold, exhibits finite losses measured by the
magnitude of the imaginary part of its dielectric function,
leading to plasmon dissipation rate measured by the imaginary
part of the plasmon wave vector. Unlike metallic systems [7,9],
where collective electronic effects provide useful resonance
spectra, albeit often with significant dissipation, solid-state
lossless or low-loss dielectric thin-film multilayers provide
ultrasharp resonances with little or negligible dissipation.
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Control of specular properties such as energy coefficients
(reflection, transmission), phase and polarization, coherence,
and pulse shaping is often achieved in free space by capitalizing
on interference effects in periodic stratified media (e.g., optical
interference coatings [36,37]). Such media are often referred
to as one-dimensional (1D) photonic crystals, and their related
field properties and enhancements are being associated with
Bloch surface modes [38,39]. Thin-film designers, through
developing modern design techniques [40,41], can now pro-
duce multidielectric devices with nearly 1000 thin-film layers,
so as to satisfy a growing number of constraints. These
interferential filters have not been commonly considered for
field enhancement. In fact, narrow-band filters in free space
may exhibit such properties, though the achieved enhancement
is confined within their spacer layers, yielding no sensitivity
to the surrounding medium. For this reason, several works
[28–35] were devoted to the study of resonance spectra of all-
dielectric multilayer media under the condition of total internal
reflection (TIR), so as to create a high-intensity field bound to
the free interface. However, due to lack of an optimization
concept and its analytic formulation, a design method has
not been fully achieved until now. As a result, most often
numerical data have been used to identify the reflection poles
of the structure, without any additional control, extension, or
generalization.

In this work, we introduce the concept of zero-admittance
layers (ZALs) to control and optimize the electromagnetic
response of the material. The ZALs are proposed to be made
of standard dielectric materials with optical thicknesses that
can be adjusted with respect to submultilayers. Subsequently,
we show that several ZALs can be introduced to achieve an
optimized system that exhibits multiwavelength or multiangle
field enhancement. The proposed approach is presented as
follows. We begin by showing how the new layers allow
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a reversal of the depth field distribution within a periodic
stratified dielectric material (stack), and provide giant opti-
mization. Then we extend the procedure for arbitrary substrates
and depth localization within the multilayer. Eventually, we
generalize the concept and describe how to obtain resonances
at specific sets of illumination angles and wavelengths. In
the last sections, in order to enable future experimental in-
vestigation, we analyze the predicted field enhancement to
assess which realistic parameter ranges can be reached. We
end our presentation by discussing intrinsic and extrinsic
limitations pertaining to absorption and illumination band-
passes (spectral width and divergence), as well as to the design
accuracy.

II. MATRIX FORMALISM IN OPTICAL MULTILAYERS

Thin-film multilayers constitute a central material system
in the proposed concept. We therefore begin by considering
an all-dielectric system deposited on a transparent substrate
with a real refractive index ns (Fig. 1). Within a harmonic
(monochromatic) regime, the spatial pulsation σ is given by
the illumination conditions, that is,

σ = 2π

λ
n0 sin θ0 = k0 sin θ0 < k0, (1)

where λ is the wavelength of the incident field in vacuum; θ0

is the illumination angle in the incident medium, that is, the
superstrate with a real refractive index n0. We note that there
is one cutoff frequency ks = 2πns/λ, which defines the range

FIG. 1. Schematic presentation of an all-dielectric planar multi-
layer thin-film system. Geometry of design (a) and various reflection
regimes as a function of the in-plane wave vector σ (b) for a free
space illumination (σ < k0). Light, propagating in the z direction,
enters layer i with a thickness ei and a refractive index of ni . Below
ks , TIR is compromised.

of the TIR, that is (see Fig. 1),

σ > ks = 2π

λ
ns ⇒ T = 0 and R = 1 − A, (2)

with R, T being the reflection and transmission energy coeffi-
cients, and A the absorption. In what follows, we neglect the
slight absorption of the dielectric thin films (A ≈ 0), since their
imaginary indices are often lower than 10−5 [24,25].

Assuming that all materials are linear, isotropic, homoge-
neous, and nonmagnetic, the matrix formalism [22] allows
one to connect the tangential electric and magnetic fields at
interfaces (i − 1) and (i) as follows:

(
Ei−1

Hi−1

)
= Mi

(
Ei

Hi

)
, Mi =

(
cosδi −(

j

ñi

)
sinδi

−j ñisinδi cosδi

)
,

(3)

where Mi denotes the matrix of layer (i) written for a temporal
field variation in the form exp(−jωt), and δi is a dimensionless
phase term and ñi is the polarization-dependent effective index,
given by

ñi =
{

niαi/ki for TE or s polarization of light
niki/αi for TM or p polarization of light , (4)

δi = αiei, (5)

αi =
√

k2
i − σ 2, ki = 2πni/λ, σ = ki sin θi, (6)

with ei and ni being the thickness and refractive index of
layer i. Following the Snell-Descartes law, the spatial pulsation
σ is invariant with the medium. Though all materials are
assumed transparent, introduction of real propagation angles
is not always possible in all media, as was done in Eq. (6).
Actually, this would require the condition σ < ki , which is
not guaranteed for all layers except for when the superstrate
is vacuum (σ < k0 < ki). Therefore, it is preferable to work
with spatial pulsations rather than angles.

As usual, quarter-wave stacks (QWSs) are most often used
in thin-film techniques due to their stationary properties. Here,
they greatly simplify the layer matrix (3) as

δi = π

2
⇒ Mi = −j

(
0 1/ñi

ñi 0

)
, (7)

which is valid for matched layers, that is, layers with optical
thicknesses that are quarter wave at incidence θi and wave-
length λ0, specifically:

δi = αiei = π

2
⇒ niei cos θi = λ0/4. (8)

Such condition requires αi to be real, and hence the station-
ary field distribution is trigonometric within layer i under the
following condition:

Im(αi) = 0 ⇔ σ < ki. (9)
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We now consider a series of four quarter-wave Qm struc-
tures given by

Q1 = (LH )NS,

Q2 = (HL)NS,

Q3 = H (LH )NS,

Q4 = L(HL)NS,

where notations H and L are used for high- and low-index
quarter-wave layers, respectively, the letter S is for the sub-
strate, while the incident medium (superstrate) is not specified.
The number of layers is p = 2N for Qm=1,2 or p = 2N + 1 for
Qm=3,4. The Qm structures are classical quarter-wave mirrors
matched for the illumination conditions (λ0,θ0).

We assume that the illumination conditions satisfy relation
(9), that is,

0 < σ < kL < kH , (10)

so that all matrix coefficients are real. From (7), it is straight-
forward to check that

Mi−1Mi = −
(

ñi/ñi−1 0
0 ñi−1/ñi

)
, (11)

that is, for a couple of layers,

MLMH = MLH = −
(

β 0
0 1/β

)
, (12)

MHML = MHL = −
(

1/β 0
0 β

)
, (13)

where β denotes the ratio of the effective indices:

β = ñH /ñL. (14)

Hence the stack matrices Qm follow for each structure:

Q1 = (−1)N
(

βN 0
0 1

βN

)
,

Q2 = (−1)N
(

1/βN 0
0 βN

)
,

Q3 = −j (−1)N
(

0 1/(ñH βN )
ñHβN 0

)
,

Q4 = −j (−1)N
(

0 βN/ñL

ñL/βN 0

)
.

(15)

III. LIMITATION OF THE CLASSICAL FIELD
ENHANCEMENT

In order to quantitatively calculate the field enhancement,
we proceed by introducing the complex admittance Y [22]:(

Es

E0

)
m

= 1

am + bmYs

= Y0,m

cm + dmYs

, (16)

with

Y0,m = cm + dmYs

am + bmYs

, (17)

where E0 and Es designate the total tangential electric fields
at the top (0) and bottom (s) surfaces, while Y0,m and Ys are
the corresponding stack admittances. The other coefficients are
given by the stack matrix written as

Qm =
(

am bm

cm dm

)
. (18)

The admittance is given by the ratio of the tangential
magnetic and electric fields,

�H = Y (�z ∧ �E), (19)

where �z is the stack normal (Fig. 1). This Y quantity is
polarization and z dependent, and reduces to the effective index
±ñ in the case of nonstationary (retrograde or progressive)
waves, which happens in the substrate:

Ys = ñs . (20)

We can now develop the expressions for field enhancement
depending upon the chosen stack Qm. Following (16), the
enhancement is first given for each proposed structure as

∣∣∣∣Es

E0

∣∣∣∣
2

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1
β2N for Q1 = (LH )NS

β2N for Q2 = (HL)NS

β2N
∣∣ ñH

Ys

∣∣2
for Q3 = H (LH )NS

1
β2N

∣∣ ñL

Ys

∣∣2
for Q4 = L(HL)NS

, (21)

which is valid in the low-spatial-pulsation regime (σ < kL <

kH ). Thus the field is trigonometric in all media (real αH and
αL values), allowing all layers to be matched in a quarter-
wave form. The ratio |Es/E0|2 can be increased or decreased,
depending on the stack and on whether β < 1 or β > 1.
However, the enhancement must be calculated with respect
to the incident field E+

0 (as opposed to the stationary field E0).
The progressive field E+

0 is proportional to the total field E0 at
the top surface depending upon the amplitude reflection factor
r , that is,

E0 = (1 + r)E+
0 , (22)

with

r = ñ0 − Y0

ñ0 + Y0
. (23)

Consequently, the enhancement must be corrected as∣∣∣∣ Es

E+
0

∣∣∣∣
2

= |1 + r|2
∣∣∣∣Es

E0

∣∣∣∣
2

=
∣∣∣∣ 2ñ0

ñ0 + Y0

∣∣∣∣
2∣∣∣∣Es

E0

∣∣∣∣
2

. (24)

Following (17) and (18), the top surface admittances can be
calculated for each structure as

Y0 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Ys

β2N for Q1 = (LH )NS

Ysβ
2N for Q2 = (HL)NS

ñ2
H

β2N

Ys
for Q3 = H (LH )NS

1
β2N

ñ2
H

Ys
for Q4 = L(HL)NS

, (25)
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FIG. 2. Classical field distribution within a quarter-wave mirror
at normal illumination (top), and the corresponding design indices
(bottom) versus thickness. The incident wavelength is the design
wavelength (λ = λ0 = 633 nm). Materials are Ta2O5/SiO2. The nor-
malized field is maximum in the incident medium with a value close
to 4.

which when used in conjunction with (21)–(25) yields the final
result:

∣∣∣∣ Es

E+
0

∣∣∣∣
2

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

β2N
∣∣ 2ñ0
Ys+ñ0β2N

∣∣2
for Q1 = (LH )NS

β2N
∣∣ 2ñ0
ñ0+Ysβ2N

∣∣2
for Q2 = (HL)NS

ñ2
H β2N

∣∣ 2ñ0

ñ0Ys+ñ2
H β2N

∣∣2
for Q3 = H (LH )NS

ñ2
Lβ2N

∣∣ 2ñ0

ñ2
H +ñ0Ysβ2N

∣∣2
for Q4 = L(HL)NS

(26)

Thus all enhancement vanishes when the number of layers
increases, so that the field is always maximum in the vicinity
of the top surface and strongly decreases as it approaches the
substrate (see Fig. 2), explicitly,

lim
N→∞

|Es/E
+
0 |2 = 0. (27)

The above result is valid regardless of the β values (β < 1 or
β > 1), which is classical and characteristic of a quarter-wave
mirror. Also, it is valid regardless of the reflection regime,
that is, TIR or otherwise, since we did not assume σ < ks or
σ > ks , but only forced the field to be trigonometric in all layers
(σ < kL < kH ) so as to satisfy the matching condition. Hence
we conclude that no enhancement can occur at the substrate
surface with these Qm structures (see Fig. 2).

IV. ACHIEVING ENHANCEMENT VIA THE CONCEPT
OF TIR ZERO-ADMITTANCE LAYER

To circumvent the above impasse, we note that in rela-
tions (26), there is one degree of freedom, related to the
substrate admittance (Ys = ñs 	= 0), which was not explored.
According to relations (4), the substrate effective index ñs is
a given quantity and cannot be zero regardless of polarization,
incidence angle, and wavelength of the incoming photons.
However, we will now show how a zero-starting admittance

can be achieved under TIR to allow the reversal of the field
depth dependence while providing a strong enhancement at the
substrate surface. The admittance cancellation can be shown to
modify the asymptotic behavior of the enhancement versus the
β parameter. Noting that the admittance obeys the recurrence,

Yi−1 = −j ñisinδi + Yicosδi

cosδi − jYisinδi/ñi

, (28)

we aim at canceling the substrate admittance ñs with the
deposition of a single layer of phase δp and refractive index
np, to obtain:

Ys = ñs ⇒ Yp−1 = −j ñpsinδp + ñscosδp

cosδp − j ñssinδp

ñp

= 0

⇒ tan δp = −j ñs/ñp.

(29)

Let us first search for solutions below the frequency limit
of TIR (σ < ks), where the effective index ñs is real. Further-
more, we used trigonometric fields (σ < kL < kH ) so that all
effective indices ñi are also real (quarter wave with real δi).
Therefore, relation (29) cannot be satisfied (ñs/ñp is real while
tan δp is purely imaginary). Introduction of a third thin-film
material would not modify this result.

Hence deposition of a single layer between the QWS and
the substrate does not facilitate the cancellation of the starting
admittance. More generally, we establish that multilayers do
not either allow such cancellation of the admittance except
for in the asymptotic limit when the number of layers goes to
infinity. Also, we note that since the enhancement ratio at the
bottom surface is connected with the amplitude transmission
factor t = E+

s /E+
0 , it is bounded by ñ0/ñs , in accordance with

the energy balance:

T =
(

ñs

ñ0

)
|t |2 < 1 ⇒ |t |2 = |E+

s /E+
0 |2 < ñ0/ñs . (30)

Therefore, we explore the higher spatial frequencies, that
is, beyond the TIR regime (σ > ks), where the substrate
admittance ñs is purely imaginary and there is no energy
transport in the substrate, where the field is evanescent since
the Poynting flux is proportional to [42]

φ+
s = Re(ñs)|E+

s |2 = 0. (31)

Consequently, the amplitude transmission factor t (and so
the enhancement) is no longer bounded at TIR since it is not
involved in the energy balance, now given by 1 = R + A. Thus

T = Re(ñs)

ñ0
|t |2 = 0, (32)

regardless of the amplitude t . Owing to these remarks, TIR
offers the opportunity to build a ZAL. Indeed since ñs is purely
imaginary, the tan δp term of (29) is now real, yielding

tan δp = Im(ñs)/ñp, (33)

which allows the design of a thin film (thickness ep, effective
index ñp with σ < kp,) that makes the admittance vanish
at the surface (p − 1). Such substrate over-coating will now
reverse the field distribution within the stack and provide a
huge enhancement. Indeed, within this TIR range, ks < σ <

kL < kH , we assemble the preceding quarter-wave structures
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FIG. 3. The proposed concept of zero-admittance layer (ZAL) generating huge field enhancement. The ZAL (designed with np = nH ) is
inserted between the QWS and the substrate. The design is optimized for TE polarization (a) in the TIR range with θ = 45◦. The field is
evanescent in the substrate (on the right). The incident wavelength is the design wavelength (λ = λ0 = 633 nm). Materials are Ta2O5/SiO2.
TM polarization is plotted for comparison in (b). The ZAL is localized near the substrate as indicated by the arrow Yz = 0. The employed
design profile as a function of index and thickness is shown in (c).

Qm on the zero-admittance precoated substrate. Introducing
Ys = 0 in (26) yields an enhancement:

∣∣∣∣ Es

E+
0

∣∣∣∣
2

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

4/β2N for Q1 = (LH )NS

4β2N for Q2 = (HL)NS
4

β2N

(
ñ0
ñH

)2
for Q3 = H (LH )NS

4β2N
(

ñ0
ñL

)2
for Q4 = L(HL)NS

. (34)

We have thus shown that it is feasible for the enhancement to
occur close to the substrate surface, so that the field distribution
may be considered reversed and the enhancement strongly am-
plified (see Fig. 3) when compared to those of Fig. 2. In Fig. 3, a
Q2-type structure was assumed for TE polarization [Fig. 3(a)]
and 45° illumination incidence. Denoting the enhancement
with QF, Fig. 3 shows a value of QF = 2.13 × 1011, which
is in agreement with Eq. (34). Such value is not realistic
and will be bounded by nonlinearities and damage thresholds
[43,44] in materials, as well as by illumination band passes
[28] and design accuracy. The case of TM polarization, given in
Fig. 3(b), exhibits no enhancement. Remarkably, these highly

versatile properties are here achieved with a ZAL of only
10.03 nm thickness (not visible in Fig. 3).

In the proposed approach, depending on the Qm structure,
one needs to consider β < 1 (Q1 and Q3) or β > 1 (Q2 and
Q4) to achieve the enhancement. Since the β parameter is
polarization and angle dependent, one has to consider the
functional form of β(σ ), as shown in Fig. 4. The plot in Fig. 4
emphasizes two properties in the frequency range of interest
[ks,kL]:

(1) for TE polarization, β > 1 in the entire range so that
Q2 and Q4 structures must be used to provide an enhancement,

(2) TM polarization exhibits a cutoff frequency at each
side of which β is greater or lower than 1. This frequency
corresponds to the Brewster effect at an H/L or L/H interface
and is given by

σc = kHkL

/√
k2
H + k2

L. (35)

Therefore, at low frequencies σ < σc, β > 1 and TM polar-
ization must be used with structures Q2 and Q4. Conversely, at
higher frequencies σ > σc, β < 1 and TM polarization must
be used with structures Q1 and Q3.
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FIG. 4. The variation of the effective index ratio as a function of
the spatial pulsation for TE and TM polarizations.

As a result, the structures suitable for both S and P
polarizations are Q2 and Q4, provided that the frequencies
lie in the range kL < σ < σc. However, the efficiency will be
much better when σ approaches kL, hence leading to extreme
β values (0 or ∞) with a faster enhancement with the number
of layers. To give an order of magnitude, working with TE
polarization at θ0 = 70◦, provides an enhancement close to
104 with a stack of only six layers. For that reason, practical
solutions will involve Q2 and Q4 for TE polarization, and Q1

and Q3 for TM polarization.
It is worth noting that the ZAL layer can be designed either

with a real index of np = nH or np = nL. In the presented
cases, we used nH , as displayed in the figures. Actually, the
condition for the ZAL index is similar to those of the H and
L layers, that is, σ < kp, which ensures a real effective index
required to satisfy (33). Furthermore, the condition σ < kH or L

makes the stationary field to be a combination of trigonometric
functions (rather than hyperbolic) within the stack, which al-
lows the specific matrix calculation involving matched quarter-
wave layers. It should also be stressed, following (31), that the
condition for total reflection on the device only depends on the
substrate index ns , that is, σ > ks . This condition ensures that
no flux propagates through the substrate, in accordance with the
definition of total reflection. Since the field is stationary within
the bulk (in the absence of absorption, the real Poynting flux is
constant within the bulk for σ < ks , and it is zero for σ > ks),
total reflection at a particular interface within the bulk of the
device is not considered.

V. GENERALIZATION TO A MULTILAYER SUBSTRATE:
DEPTH LOCALIZATION

By introducing the ZAL concept, we have demonstrated
how one may achieve a maximized field bound to the substrate.
The ability to create giant enhancement in the near–field
region of the substrate allows sensing applications, wherein
analyte access to substrate surface is necessary. However, other
applications such as microsources require field maximization
within the bulk of the stack. Therefore, we now generalize the
ZAL principle to field design in the bulk region of dielectric
media. We will now demonstrate how replacing the bulk
substrate with another multilayer, which we refer to as a

FIG. 5. Generalization of the ZAL concept (left) to an arbitrary
substack (right).

substack (see Fig. 5), will achieve field enhancement within
a given layer.

We first note that from (28) that when one admittance is
purely imaginary, all admittances are purely imaginary. This
result is valid in the absence of absorption, which is the case
of our all-dielectric medium. Therefore, all admittances are
purely imaginary in the TIR regime (σ > ks), since the starting
admittance ñs is imaginary (TIR condition). Consequently,
the same technique can be used to cancel the admittance of
any arbitrary substack illuminated under TIR (Fig. 5). Indeed,
formula (33) has just to be modified as

tan δp = Im(Ys)/ñp, (36)

where Ys is the substack admittance, which replaces the former
substrate admittance ñs .

With this procedure, the shape of the preceding field z

distribution is not modified above the substack (see Fig. 6)
since the starting admittance (Ys = 0) is not modified for this
higher stack. The shape of the field distribution in the lower
stack does not depend on the upper stack. The ZAL acts as
if the two half stacks (QWS and multilayer substrate) were

FIG. 6. Theoretical demonstration of huge field enhancement
within the bulk of a device implementing the generalized ZAL. The
coating is a Q2 structure deposited on a multilayer QWS substrate,
including a ZAL between the two substacks.
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turned into quasi-independent structures. Hence more degrees
of freedom are available, and this allows one to confine the
enhancement within the bulk of the multilayer, as illustrated
in Fig. 6 for a Q2 structure illuminated with TE polarization
at 45° incidence. The field is maximum at the ZAL, and
the enhancement approaches nine decades. Such control of
the enhancement localization within the depth of the coating
finds applications in microsource pumping. Notice that the
technique can be directly generalized to several ZALs within
the stack, hence providing enhancement at different locations.
Also, it can be adjusted for arbitrary illumination conditions.

VI. MULTIWAVELENGTH FIELD ENHANCEMENT

Further field design features of relevance to sensing and
experiments invoking pump and probe techniques include the
ability to achieve multiwavelength or multiangle enhancement.
We will therefore explore the ZAL concept further, this
time aiming to achieve huge enhancement at several spatial
frequencies. We begin by noting that the shape of the field
distribution in the lower stack does not depend on the upper
stack, a property that we use here at wavelength λ1. We also
note that the ZAL yields an enhancement in the upper stack
that is specific but independent of the lower stack, a property
that we use at wavelength λ2. Hence, in the case of several
wavelengths, we proceed as follows (see Fig. 7):

(1) A first layer, λ1 ZAL with refractive index np and phase
term δu, is introduced to cancel the substrate admittance at
wavelength λ1. This ZAL is close to the substrate surface and
follows at λ1:

tan δu = Im(ñs)/ñp. (37)

(2) Then a quarter-wave structure QWS1 is deposited on
this λ1 ZAL, which ensures the enhancement at λ1, provided
that the stack is matched at this wavelength λ1.

(3) A second layer, λ2 ZAL with the same refractive index
np, is deposited on this QWS (see Fig. 7), with a phase term
δv . This layer is designed to cancel the admittance of the QWS
at wavelength λ2, that is,

tan δv = Im(Ys)/ñp. (38)

FIG. 7. ZAL for multiwavelength enhancement. Enhancement
at wavelength λ1 (left), and invoking an additional coating, at
wavelength λ2 (right).

FIG. 8. Introduction of two ZALs provides huge field enhance-
ment at two wavelengths, λ1 = 633 nm (top), and λ2 = 500 nm
(middle).

(4) Finally, above this λ2 ZAL, a second structure, QWS2,
is deposited with layers matched at λ2 (see Fig. 7).

As confirmed in Fig. 8, the resulting structure provides
optimum enhancement at both wavelengths λ1 = 633 nm
and λ2 = 500 nm, for the same illumination angle (70°)
and TE polarization. An enhancement value of the order
of 106 is reached for the two wavelengths. The procedure
can be iterated to reach a discrete number of wavelengths.
Also, in the same way the procedure works to build stacks,
which enhance the field at different angles. Eventually,
depth localization can be added to this multiwavelength
enhancement.

VII. EXTRINSIC AND INTRINSIC ENHANCEMENT
LIMITATIONS

We have shown that the enhancement increases as a β±N

power, with p = 2N or p = 2N + 1, the number of layers.
Hence there is no upper bound given by the matrix formalism,
which raises the question of whether such material media
can be realistic. A major limiting factor is intrinsic to the
materials, which will not support intense optical fields, due
to damage threshold and nonlinear processes [43,44]. Another
intrinsic limitation results from absorption processes, which
will reduce the enhancement. In Fig. 9, we have plotted
the enhancement versus the imaginary index n′′ = n′′

H of the
dielectric films, for different layer numbers of the QWS. As
expected, the enhancement value (10q) is roughly inversely
proportional to the imaginary index (10−q) [30]. Since di-
electric films with imaginary indices lower than 10−5 are
feasible [45,46], we first conclude from Fig. 9 that absorption
is not a key limitation, as far as realistic enhancements are
required.

However, care must be taken with the number of layers,
which must be adjusted versus the required enhancement.
Let us here denote the enhancement by |E|2(n′′,p). When a
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FIG. 9. Enhancement versus the imaginary index, for different
layer numbers of the QWS. The H/L materials assumed in the
simulations are Ta2O5/SiO2. The incident field is S polarized with
a wavelength of 633 nm.

q-decades enhancement is required, a minimum layer number
pmin(q) is first required; as shown in Fig. 9, for instance,
q = 4 requires at least pmin(4) = 12 layers (black curve in
Fig. 9)—but for this minimum number there is also a maximum
imaginary index n′′

max(q) at which the enhancement starts to
decrease, and which should not be exceeded to maintain the
enhancement:

n′′ < n′′
max(q) ⇔ |E|2[n′′,pmin(q)] ≈ 10q . (39)

In Fig. 9, we haven′′
max(q = 4) ≈ 10−4, which means that all

imaginary indices lower than 10−4 will hold the enhancement
to 104. However, this is only true for pmin(q) = 12. This remark
stresses the fact that if p is not adjusted and exceeds pmin(q)
then the imaginary index should be lower than n′′

max(q) to
maintain the enhancement; this can be a major difficulty since it
may overpass the performances of the dielectric films having
imaginary indices that are hard to produce and to measure
below 10−6. To overcome this point, a compromise must be
initiated as follows: Since the imaginary index is lower than
10−4 for standard coatings, we search for a 104 enhancement,
which is reached with a minimum of p = 12 layers in Fig. 9;
once this layer number is fixed, the enhancement will hold
for all imaginary indices lower than 10−4, so that the exact
knowledge of imaginary indices is not required. In other words,
one has to aim at an enhancement given by the lower imaginary
index, which can be guaranteed by the thin-film deposition
technology.

Beyond these damage and loss phenomena, there is another
key limitation, which is extrinsic to materials and originates
from the illumination conditions and from the design ac-
curacy. Indeed, huge resonances often cannot be broadband
(versus wavelength or angle) so that another compromise
must be found with regard to the source characteristics
(linewidth �λs and divergence �θs), as well as to the de-
sign accuracy (indices and thicknesses). Such compromise
means that the coating design should be chosen in such a
way that its resonance holds over the whole source band
passes. For that, the enhancement now takes an integral

FIG. 10. Enhancement versus wavelength, calculated for dif-
ferent QWS layer numbers. The black curve shows that a 104

enhancement can be maintained over a 50-pm-wavelength band pass.
The resulting QWS structure involves 12 layers.

form:〈∣∣∣∣E(z)

E+
0

∣∣∣∣
2
〉

λ,θ

= [1/(�λs�θs)] ∫ |E(z,λ,θ)/E+
0 |2dλdθ,

(40)

with �λs and �θs the spectral width and the divergence of
the source, that is, the illumination band passes of integration.
Typically, common laser sources (He-Ne, for instance) often
involve characteristics not far from �λs ≈ 1 pm and �θs ≈ 1
mrad. With standard optical filters, such band passes can be
neglected since the optical properties of the stack do not vary
over them; in other words, for a standard multilayer the source
can be assumed to be perfectly monochromatic and parallel.
This is no longer true with our specific devices at their huge
resonances; indeed, when the enhancement increases with
the number p of layers, the bandwidths (�λR,�θR) of these
multilayers decrease in such a way that

lim
p→∞ �λR = 0, and lim

p→∞ �θR = 0. (41)

Therefore, at this level of accuracy, both ratios �λR/�λs

and �θR/�θs vanish with the number of layers, so that the
source must be considered as a broadband source regardless
of its band passes. The consequence is that the source char-
acteristics reduce the enhancement when �λR/�λs < 1 or
�θR/�θs < 1. The reduced value can be approximated as〈∣∣∣∣E(z,p)

E+
0

∣∣∣∣
2
〉

λ,θ

≈
[
�λR(p)�θR(p)

�λs�θs

]
|E(z,p,λ,θ)/E+

0 |2,

(42)

where p dependence is explicitly included to indicate that
while the field increases with p, the band passes decrease with
p, emphasizing the compromise to find. As a practical example,
we consider here a 104 enhancement, as shown in Figs. 10
and 11, where the enhancement is plotted versus illumination
wavelength and angle for different QWS layer numbers. The
numerical results show that with 12 layers, a 104 enhancement
can be reached over a spectral band pass of �λR = 50 pm
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FIG. 11. Enhancement versus illumination angle, calculated for
different QWS layer numbers. The black curve shows that a 104

enhancement can be maintained over a 0.1-mrad angular band pass.
The resulting QWS structure involves 12 layers.

(Fig. 10), which is broader than the band pass of standard lasers.
On the other hand, the divergence constraint given in Fig. 11 is
more critical (�θR = 0.1 mrad) but can be easily obtained at
the collimated output of a monomode optical fiber. Therefore,
a four-decades enhancement appears to be highly realistic with
a QWS of only 12 layers.

Also noteworthy is the design sensitivity. In Fig. 12, we
observe that 104 enhancement requires a relative accuracy
�e/e ≈ 10−3 on the layer thicknesses. Such accuracy is
compatible with the best in situ optical monitoring techniques
[47,48] that are used today in production of optical thin films.
Moreover, this constraint could be released taking into account
an error compensation [49], which shifts the optical properties
at different angles or wavelengths without altering the field
distribution.

However, the uniformity constraints in film production,
resulting in thickness variation with position at the coating
surface, cannot be ignored. Actually, on the basis of an incident

FIG. 12. Enhancement versus thickness accuracy �e/e, calcu-
lated for different QWS layer numbers. The results show that a 104

enhancement can be held over a 0.1% relative error. The resulting
QWS structure involves 12 layers.

wave packet, divergence and illuminated area are connected in
the form L ≈ √

2 λ/(π sin �θs) with L the typical dimension
of the illumination spot. Since the thickness accuracy must
be maintained over the whole illuminated area, this forces
the uniformity to be better than 10−3 over L = 6 mm in
the case where λ = 0.6 μm and �θs = 0.1 mrad. This last
specification will depend on the geometry of the deposition
technology (ion assisted deposition, dual ion beam sputtering,
magnetron sputtering, etc.). If necessary, masks can be used
to improve the uniformity [50,51]; also, photosensitivity has
already been successfully used to correct the uniformity in the
case of narrow-band filters [51]. Here, we conclude that design
accuracy and uniformity are probably the keys to reach a high
enhancement value.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We conclude that the introduced concept of modifying
the material response via zero-admittance layers successfully
allows the tailoring of giant optical fields within stratified
dielectric media under TIR. From the presented analysis,
we infer a remarkable flexibility of the ZAL concept with
respect to the light polarization. Following the presented
results, arbitrarily huge field enhancements can be produced
at demand and with depth localization. Also, the concept was
shown to be spectrally unlimited allowing enhancements to
be produced simultaneously at several wavelengths and for
several incidence angles within the same medium. Further
configurations are feasible since the substrate can be a mul-
tilayer. The analysis of the upper bounds of the enhancement
in the considered coatings allowed the evaluation of their
performances under realistic conditions. The results clearly
indicate that a compromise must be found between the intrinsic
limitations (absorption, nonlinearities, and damage threshold)
and the extrinsic limitations (spectral and angular illumination
band passes, and accuracy of design). A four-decades en-
hancement was shown to be highly realistic with 12 dielectric
layers. The coating uniformity is emphasized to be the key
to reach such results. Other phenomena, accompanying the
resonances, such as wave-front modification and scattering
patterns, which create m lines and bright cones, respectively,
warrant further analysis. Clearly, many applications related to
optical sensing and microsources can be envisioned. Future
work will address the production and characterization of the
described material systems. Generalization to microcavities
and guided modes will also be considered; indeed, the ZAL
layers allow one to engineer resonance frequencies in free
space. These frequencies will be quasi-identical to those of the
guided modes with large low-index gap. Such property makes
the field distribution to be identical for both resonances and
guided waves, though normalization is different in the absence
of an incident wave.
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